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Where are the months going?  It only 
seems like last week that I was writing 

last month’s chat.   

It was the 31st May that the club met 
at the Museum of Power in Langford, 

near Maldon.  A couple spoke to me 
and told me they were wanting to buy 

an Austin.  After a lengthy discussion I 
gave them the telephone number of 

one of the club member’s who had an 

Austin for sale.  At the Club Night on 
June 17th I spoke to the same couple 

(Dave Green and his wife) to find that 
not only have they bought an Austin 

Ruby, but they joined the Essex Austin 

Club.  Dave is now busy getting his 
Ruby into shape to how he wants it.  I 

would also like to welcome Alan and 
Brenda Mechem who have also bought 

a Ruby and have joined the club.  I am 
sure Les must have put a word in 

regarding the choice of Austins.  My, 

how fast the club is growing.   

It was nice to see Roy French at Club 

Night.  I introduced Roy to our acting 
Treasurer, Tony Esposito and Roy has 

passed on to him some invaluable 

information to help him in this role.  

The club has organised plenty of runs 

and events for members to participate 
in during the forthcoming months and 

Club Nights are booked with speakers 

and Race Night.  All we have to do is 
to decide on a theme for the 

Christmas Party.  If any member 
wishes to put forward any suggestions 

then please contact me or any 
committee member.  

Last Club Night saw the golf 
competition.  I joined Peter and 

Margaret Chapman in a three ball for 

the putting competition and after 
going round in thirteen shots they said 

I was a professional!  Perhaps I should 
take their advice and change my 

career.  I retained the trophy as did 
Sue Oakley who won the ladies’ event.  

I would like to thank Derek and Mary 

King for organising the gol f 
competition and the quizzes.   

How lovely did Judy Goodrum’s 
Chummy look in the car park on Club 

Night?  What a fantastic job Roy has 

done in a very short space of time.  
Not only did he rebuild the car, he also 

made a folder of the work that was 
carried out.  I asked if I could borrow 

it and it was like reading the Austin 
Seven Manual, everything was in such 

detail.  Judy joked  “Don’t drop any 

jam on the pages.”  Don’t worry Judy, 
we are not rich enough to afford jam, 

but there might be some beef dripping 
marks! 

Many thanks to Dave Sabel for the 

£340 donation to club funds which is 
the proceeds of the 100 Club 2014/15. 

On a sadder note, I am sure you will 
all join me in sending our condolences 

to the family of Albert Chandler, of the 

Suffolk branch, who sadly passed 
away recently. 

Until next time, best wishes.  
 

John Fromant 

CHAIRMAN JOHN 
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THE BODGER’S APPRENTICE 

I was in the fair city of Chelmsford 
recently and was run over in the town 

centre and then verbally abused by the 
female driver for not looking where I was 

going. As I was in the pedestrian only 
covered area near the entrance to 

Primark I thought that was a bit rich and 

if she had been a few years 
younger and not on a mobility 

scooter festooned with flags and 
shopping baskets, I 

would have punched 
her on the nose (also 

too many witnesses 
about.) Police in 

Southampton are 

looking for an old 
boy on one of these 

things who knocked 
over a 65 year old man, broke his knee 

and ankle and then drove off!  I asked 
the old bat when she had finished 

accusing me of damaging her paintwork 

with my head, why she had not used her 
hooter, to which she replied that she did 

not need to or that she even knew where 
it was.  I mentioned the police and with 

a nervous look around, she fled and hit 
some other woman’s shopping trolley 

before disappearing out into the street. 

Recently another chap was run over by a 

mobility scooter and hurt so badly that 

he now has to use one himself.  
Sainsbury’s have banned one gent who 

knocked somebody over at the checkout 
on his.  

Anybody from the age of 14 with £400-
£10,000 can purchase and own one of 

these 4 cwt. upwards, absolutely silent 
contraptions with no insurance, tax, 

training or number plates etc. There are 

approx. 350,000 in use and in a survey 

of five hundred users, 74% said they 

could not get around without one, 60% 
had no training and 20% had been in an 

accident. Some of the users admit that 
their disabilities are a bit dubious and 

that they are cheaper to own and use 
than a car. Class 2 scooters have a top 

speed of 4mph, but Class 3 have a go 
faster button which increases this to 

8mph. (The grown up scooter 

range, Segway, Electric 
“children's” scooters etc. go 

much faster than this and can 
also be used on the 

pavement.) Even worse, you 
can often meet up with these 

contraptions on the open 
road, not just in the 30mph 

limit but on main routes as 

well, often with a plastic 
greenhouse on top in case of rain and 

they are difficult to see and avoid.  If an 
accident occurred, the insurance 

questions might be a bit tricky, especially 
if an A7 was involved.  

On the other hand, early A7 owners who 
are looking to find a more reliable/faster 

means of transportation could trade in 

their wagons and increase their street 
credentials by owning one.  The Boy 

Dave and I could even do something to 
the gearing to allow them to cruise at a 

more respectable speed than at present. 
(We can also personalise them with 

“extras” such as Hells Angels’ leathers, 
Luftwaffe lookalikes, Grand Prix decals, 

boy racer spoilers, etc.) Just let us know 

what sort you require and I am sure we 
can pick one or two up somewhere local, 

(outside hospitals, doctors’ surgeries, 
supermarkets, etc.) and after a quick re-

spray, it can be yours! 
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EA7C COMMITTEE NEWS 

When we started developing the new website no one could have foreseen what lay 
ahead or the issues that would confront us from the outset.  We strongly believe 

that had these been allowed to continue they would have been largely 
overlooked and the problems would have continued mounting.  At this point it 

must be stressed this is not the responsibility of any past committee or 

individual member.  What came to light had been’ broken’, for want of a better 
word, for some time - the web development just focussed our attention on getting 

it fixed in the best way and as quickly as possible.  We as a club were technically 
operating outside of our own published Constitution and on two occasions we 

were in breach of Copyright and the law which could have been very costly.   

 
It was at this point that your committee -  and we have to say not everyone was 

in agreement - but as we operate in a democratic way we went with the 
majority, who were in favour of taking a wider look at the way the club 

functions and ways of bringing it into the twenty-first century.   

The remit was wide ranging, some issues of which have already been addressed 

and others are still ongoing, but we your committee are totally committed to 

improving the club, making it a better and more efficient and effective 
organisation for us all to enjoy and we look forward to your continuing support. 

CHATHAM DOCKYARD 

SALUTE TO THE 40s 
Sunday 20th September 2015 

There are currently four seats left 
on Lodge’s Vintage Coach to this 
wonderful event.  

If you would like tickets please 
contact Brian and Brenda Jenner 
Tickets are £28 per person which 
covers return coach travel and 
entrance to the event. 

For more information please visit: 

www.thedockyard.co.uk 
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MUSEUM OF POWER – LANGFORD 

CLASSIC CAR SHOW -   
Sunday 31st May 2015 

                                                            
 A very wet forecast, but nothing deters 

EA7C members (and the possibility of a 
bacon sandwich and a pint) so about 

twenty vehicles made their way to the 

Museum of Power venue at Langford 
near Maldon.  Many and various types of 

A7s, a Light 12 Austin, two Rileys 
(Ancient and Modern) and the beautiful 

Alldays and Onions Veteran of the 
Goodrums’ lined up on a damp display 

area (soon to get even wetter!) and 
broke out the vacuum flasks for a hot 

cuppa. There were all sorts of other 

lesser tin box type of autos around, cars, 
army vehicles, tractors, motorbikes, a 

steaming steam roller and that incredible 
double-decker bus/underground train/

over ground train, cut and shut vehicle 
from the Ongar Transport Museum  (a 

policeman was asked what it was taxed 
as, and neither he nor anybody else knew 

the answer.)  

 
There were food and craft stalls, auto 

jumble and tool sales, charity tables and 
books (a 1913 touring map of Great 

Britain for £1 showing Tollesbury Railway 
and Pier, two railway stations at Maldon 

and no reservoir at Hanningfield  - £5 for 
a quick sale?)  The bad news was that 

the bar had no draught beer, the bacon 
rolls were a trifle expensive and the 

grandsons and assorted family turned up. 

Then it was all systems go with rides on 
the steam train, visits to the miniature 

village, watching the huge pumping 
engine bursting into noisy life, checking 

and playing with all the exhibits in the 
museum and eating all the cakes in the 

tea room.  Then they discovered a little 
boy and his grandfather who were 

displaying their collection of snakes, huge 

cockroaches, large stripy beetles, long 
centipedes, stick insects, etc. which all 

had to be handled and admired (EEEK!)  
Then another tour of the food outlets, 

free samples of Totham Bangers, candy 
floss, ice cream and the purchase of two 

claw hammers with which I was 
belaboured, luckily only the blow up 

variety!   

 
Eventually they had had enough and 

went home (hooray) and so did we, after 
bidding goodbye to all our friends and 

dodging the showers.  
 

Nice to see some (not old) faces, Mike 
Brand, Doug Iles, Mike and Fran Benson, 

Barry Johnson and his fabric Chummy, 

the white Pearl and others.  A very nice 
day out with lovely people in spite of the 

wet weather.   
 

Les Morley 
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Ladies’ Page 
  

“Granny – my name is Austin and I am seven years old and I have been told that 
there is a little car called an Austin Seven.  I want to ride in an Austin Seven 
while I am still seven!”   And indeed his wish came true!  Austin came round to 
our house with his Granny on a fine sunny afternoon in early May.  Michael and 

he had a good chat about the car and Austin particularly picked out the starting 
handle and the motormetre asking what they were for.  They then went for a half 

hour ride around our lovely Essex lanes and even called in to see his father and 

brother where there was much excitement all round.  They returned to orange 
juice and biscuits after a trip much enjoyed by them both.  A week later Michael 

received a lovely ‘thank you’ card from Austin of a drawing of himself sitting in 
Isobel.  Let’s hope he remembers it as he grows up, although his Grandfather 

was an MG enthusiast! 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
From the very young to the very old!  On the 18th June Tessa will be 90 years 

old.  I cannot believe the pleasure this dear little car has given me and the fun I 

have had with her over the past fifteen years since I bought her from Fred Gauci.  
I have been to places I would never have otherwise visited and travelled many 

miles in her both here and abroad.  However, Tessa is feeling her age at the 
moment so Doc. Roger is at present making and replacing what he believes are 

her original brake linings, so she will not be out and about celebrating her big 

day.  Michael and I will be singing Happy Birthday to her on the day as she sits 
serenely on bricks in our garage!   We had planned to have a club garden party 

for her as a celebration, but due to circumstances perhaps we will be able to 
celebrate belatedly next year. 

  
 Again our little cars keep cropping up in the newspapers. Recently In the Daily 

Telegraph there was the obituary of a pilot named Doug Gregory who flew night 

fighters during the war.  After giving his superb war service and civilian career it 
went on to say and I quote:- 

 
 /continued overleaf 
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 In addition to his immense enthusiasm for flying he was also passionate about 
cars and for many years maintained and drove his 1926 Alvis Tourer.  For his 
honeymoon in 1950 he drove an Austin 7, which had no roof or windscreen.  He 
and his bride had to wear flying helmets and goggles. 

  

Another little war post script – we were watching TV about the celebrations 

taking place at the end of the war and subsequent General Election in 1945.  It 
showed Churchill canvassing while riding in a large car and the next clip was of 

Clement Attlee also canvassing but guess what – he was driving an Austin 7.  As 
you have probably gathered I am always on the lookout for out dear little cars. 

 
Until next month – Happy Sevenning!  Penny 

TEA DANCE RUN - SATURDAY 15th AUGUST 

Join us for a two-stage run of about forty miles and ending with an afternoon of 
music, dance and a delicious tea with home-made cakes and sandwiches from  

2.00pm to 5.00pm. 

Jeff Short will be featuring songs and music of the 1940s to celebrate 70 years since 

the end of WW2. 

Chelmsford Lioness Club is organising the event in support of Help for Heroes and 
SSAFA. Tickets are £10 each and the venue is at St Augustine’s Church Hall in 

Springfield. 

Meet from 10.00am onwards at Rayne Railway Station for a coffee and chat. The 

run will then leave at 11.00am and stop at the Dutch Nursery, Coggeshall for a light 
lunch. We will depart from there at 1.00pm to arrive in Springfield by 2.00pm. The 

route will all be on back roads as far as possible. 

Please contact Peter and Marion Lawson for further details and tickets  

N.B. You don’t need to be able to dance. Just enjoy watching others, the music, 

teas, cakes and sandwiches. 
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OBITUARY 

It is with sadness that we have to report the death of Albert Chandler.  I first 

met Albert at the very first meeting of the Suffolk branch of the EA7C in 

November 1998 with his late wife Sylvie.   Albert had great knowledge, not only 
on Austin Sevens but many other aspects of life.  My own A7 was being restored 

at the time and he was a mine of information. 
 

Albert's first introduction to the A7 was at the tender age of eight, helping his 

father, who owned a bakery, to make deliveries in an A7 van.  Apparently he 
used to have a sneaky drive up the street when his father was with his 

customers!  He did however help to service and repair the van. 
 

Albert was born in Essex in an area that is now described as greater London.  He 
moved to Bildeston shortly after getting married where they owned and ran a 

hardware shop until his retirement. 

 
Albert and Sylvie were members of the EA7C for many years and rarely missed a 

meeting and always joined in club runs.   Unfortunately Albert suffered a stroke 
that left him unable to drive and in recent years has also had dementia, but we 

will  always remember him as the friendly man he was who liked nothing better 

than tinkering with his Box Saloon or his Nippy. 
 

The photos show him at the start of the Ipswich to Felixstowe run and at Crofton 
Park, site of the old Austin works, doing a roadside repair after being hit by a 

modern which damaged a steering component. 

Neil Preston 

Suffolk Branch Coordinator 
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Although holidays and illness had 
restricted the attendance at our annual 

Golf and Quiz Evening, we had the 
pleasure and bonus of welcoming five 

new members to our gathering.  Very 
sensible people as it happens, because a 

Ruby has been their vehicle of choice.  

Alan and Brenda Mechem also own a 
DeLorean (“Back to the Future” car) and 

David and Joanne Green were browsing 
the internet and noticed a Ruby for sale 

just down the road from their home.  
Having seen and liked the look of A7s 

(and us) at the Museum of Power, they 
went and bought it to stand beside their 

Rolls Royce (there’s posh for you.)  Also 

there was Russell Dade (Andrew Batey’s 
friend) in his MG TD.  A very warm 

welcome to them all.  

Some sad news though, 

Albert Chandler, one of the 
founder members of the 

Suffolk Club passed away 
recently.  A lovely man who 

owned a hardware store in 

Bildeston and had a holiday 
home on Mersea Island.  He 

will be much missed.  

On a brighter note, it was 

wonderful to see our 
Secretary, Dave Orange, 

back in our midst after an 
emergency heart operation 

in Basildon Hospital recently.  Very good 

to see him looking so well (all due to the 
nursing skills of Denyse.)  Also doing well 

are Mike Aplin and Graham Scutt.  We 
also wished ‘Happy Birthday’ to a 90 year 

old lady -  Penny Aplin’s Chummy, 
“Tessa”, has reached this grand old age.  

Congratulations to her! 

Since we last met we have had The 
Museum of Power Show (a good turnout 

although wet), the Aldham Old Time 
Rally, Terling Open Gardens and Car 

Display and the Bohannan’s 40th Wedding 
Party.  Coming up we have Beaulieu, 

Cressing Temple Barns, Easton Lodge 

Gardens Open Day, a Tea Dance and 
many others (see the website.)  Next 

Club Night is Roger’s Concourse Evening 
(bring your classic) and expect 

something ‘different’. Signing up lists and 
regalia were on display, Countess of 

Warwick (our 10th year), Annual 
Luncheon, etc. There are currently two 

Rubies for sale (see Brian Jenner).  

Then it was onto the main event 
organised by Mary and Derek King, our 

annual Golf and Quiz evening with the 
top prize of the Claret Jug 

going to (surprise) our 
Chairman, John Fromant 

who also won it last year 
and the ladies award was 

also retained by Susan 

Oakley.  What an expert 
couple they are. The 

entertaining quiz kept us all 
busy scratching our heads 

and prizes were awarded 
to the winning tables.  

Many thanks to Mary and 
Derek for all their hard 

work for our enjoyment.  

The 100 Club was drawn and won by 
Shirley and Colin Caton.  

Well done to the Goodrums for arriving in 
their Chummy, the Lawsons in their Ruby 

and Russell in his MG.   

Les Morley 

GOLF (AND QUIZ) COMPETITION 
 CLUB NIGHT – WEDNESDAY 17th JUNE 2015 
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Several club members enjoyed a wonderful afternoon celebrating 
Richard and Jane’s Ruby Wedding Anniversary with their family and 

friends at Felsted Memorial Hall.  The weather was fabulous and most members 

took along their lovely old cars.  We all enjoyed a hog roast and an array of 
delicious desserts.  Entertainment was provided by Perfect Vintage, who Richard 

and Jane booked having seen them perform at the Chatham Dockyard Salute to 
the Forties Weekend.  Congratulations again Richard and Jane and thank you 

for allowing us to be part of your special day.    

 

 

The Bohannan’s Ruby Wedding 
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The Blackwater Country Show 

Sunday 21 June 2015 

The alarm goes off and I jump out of bed (I don't think so) peek through the 

curtains at the sky and it's wall to wall clouds.  But hey ho, it isn't raining so 
out I go, open the garage and 

wake up The Duchess.  Wham 
goes the starter motor and she 

rumbles into life.  Once 

everything we need is loaded, off 
we go to Maldon.   We meet up 

with John and Chrissie Fromant 
on the A130 and enjoy a pleasant 

run all the way to the 
showground at Heybridge.  An 

old army vehicle latched on to 

our rear at Bicknacre and 
followed us in. 

 Once we parked up and settled in I checked out who 
was there.  We had John and Chrissie Fromant, Terry 

Bonner, Roger Pitt, Tony and Jean Cornell, Gilbert Came, 

Brian Eckersley, Peter and Marion Lawson and of course 
Rita and I.   A total of eight club cars.  Although it was 

quite windy it stayed nice and dry and the sun popped in 
and out all day.    

The show was very well attended with big crowds and 
plenty of things going on, such as 

police dog handlers showing how 

good their dogs were at catching 
fugitives; a stunt plane buzzing 

overhead for half an hour; 
Newfoundland dogs doing rescues in 

the lake; shire horses; the Essex 

Hunt; tractors; birds of prey, etc.    

All in all a good day was had by all.  

We even had a visit from our new 
member David Green and his wife 

Jo, who stopped for a chat.  What with a pint in the beer tent, what more 

could you want?    

John Bryson 
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The Blackwater Show by Roger Pitt 

The Blackwater Show is a friendly affair situated in almost park like surroundings 
with its lake and open grassland.  Being so close to the Blackwater estuary there 

is often a cool sea breeze, even on a sunny day as it was at the show.  The area 
is a sailor’s paradise, as was evidenced by the boats exhibited and sailed on the 

lake. 

There are never a large number of cars 
exhibited at the show. In total no more than 

twenty, which includes the classic cars.  Our 
vehicles were all at sixes and sevens, together 

with an eclectic mix of later cars.  An 

interesting car was a 1941 Oldsmobile which 
was being restored.  The owner had acquired 

it quite cheaply as it had been shipped over 
from the States but had broken lose in its 

container and both ends were quite badly smashed up. 

The club members present were a select gentlemanly group, with none of the 

noisy crowd from the west of the county, and not too much imbibing. Peter 

Lawson was doing a very good job selling the TOTIES Tour - he made it sound 
like the Monty Carlo. 

The morning is usually fairly quiet, but in the afternoon the whole population of 
Maldon and district appear and the queues for the fast food stalls and beer tents 

run for miles.  There is much to interest all ages with the huge number of  

exhibitors, ranging from the agricultural plant, sailing craft, wood turners, 
Newfoundland water dogs, to re-enactment groups, all of which take their turn in 

the parade ring or lake. 

The re-enactment, which took place after lunch, of the Battle of Maldon, was a 

very vicious affair, but most popular with the locals who cheered loudly when a 

Viking was knocked to the ground 
with a bruised arm and ego. 

As usual there was a lot of interest 
in our cars, with much peering 

under bonnets, and Peter was 
surprised to be asked, “How did we 

get them there?”, thinking them to 

be museum pieces.  It probably had 
something to do with age of the 

owners!  
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IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR 

Due to our holiday we will require articles for the August edition 

of Chassis by Wednesday 15th July (Club Night) at the latest 

in order for us to produce the copy and arrange 

printing. 

            

                               Terry and Pearl Bonner 

 

 

Dear Friends, 

 
I have been very, very deeply moved by all the get well 

cards, email messages and telephone calls I have 
received from all over the Austin world, enquiring after 

my health after undergoing major heart surgery.   

In Doc Spearman speak, I had a dodgy valve in my engine (aortic valve) which 
needed urgent replacement.  I am being carefully run in at the moment and I 

do, however, need further attention to my lubrication system (kidney) in the 
very near future.  I am hoping to be fully serviced and fit for the open road very 

soon.   
  

A very special thanks go out all the NHS staff, ambulance crews, Broomfield 

Hospital and especially the Cardiac Centre  at Basildon Hospital to whom I owe 
my life. 

 
Best regards everyone, 

Dave Orange 

Richard Bohannan is our Events Coordinator.  If you require information about an 

event, or want to arrange one, please contact Richard: Please note that other events can 

be viewed on the club’s website:  ea7c.wordpress.com 
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Kieran Line of Scenic and Continental Car Tours informed me of an event which is 
taking place next May in Laon, France called the World of Austin and has asked me 

to pass on the details to A7 owners in case they would be interested in attending. I 
must say it does look like a super event. 

Graham Baldock 
 

Laon, France May 2016 - World of Austin 

I was in attendance at our biggest event of the year a short while ago - the 'Laon 

Historique' in France. Only 140 miles from Calais and just north of Reims, Laon is a 
beautiful historic town on top of a hill with great views on top of their ramparts. 

For 24 years we have run an event in the town, taking 300 cars from the UK each 

year and for sure it is quite a spectacle!  The format is simple, a 100km  (60 miles) 
approx. round trip tulip run into the beautiful countryside on the Saturday, with a 

lunch stop in the middle of the day.  A concourse event on the Saturday evening, 

which has a great atmosphere.  Then on the Sunday, the main event.  The Mayor 
closes his old town to the entrance, who have parade laps around the streets of the 

beautiful old town, with hundreds of locals coming out to cheer the cars on, creating 
a really good atmosphere. The event then closes on the Sunday evening in the old 

town hall with a champagne reception, speeches from the Mayor and winners of the 
concourse announced. 

For the 25th edition, we have asked (as we bring 300 cars, over 50% of the 
entrance) that we have a very British theme  (there is a different theme each 

year.)  For the anniversary event in 2016, the theme will be The World Of Austin. 
I would therefore love to invite you and as many Austins as wish to participate to 

come to the event, with the Austins taking centre stage in the closed street run on 
the Sunday. 

I can hold a number of rooms in one of our hotels, with no commitment, until 
September this year. 

You can read more on the event here:-  

http://www.sceniccartours.com/laon-historique-2016/4588023529 

I hope, given the theme and format of the event, your 

members will be able to attend 13th to 16th May 2016. 

Regards, Kieran Lane 

http://www.sceniccartours.com/laon-historique-2016/4588023529
http://www.sceniccartours.com/laon-historique-2016/4588023529
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Terling Open Gardens 14th June 2015 

On Sunday 14th June, Pearl came out of her 
garage to go on a run using the back roads 

to Terling Open Gardens Day. 

On arrival we parked near the church and 

next to the war memorial, not noticing the 

BBQ who set up on the other side of the 
memorial.  While the sausages were being 

cooked they produced an Austin Seven type 
puther of smoke (northern expression!) 

There was not a large number of cars; Gilbert and his Ruby, Roy and Judy in 
their Chummy (was red but now pale blue) and the 1905 Alldays and Onions 

veteran car.  Some large American cars took up some space along with a 4.2 litre 

E type, 3.5 litre Alvis, Triumph Herald, Austin Cambridge and an Austin 10. 

As the weather was a bit drizzly, there  were not many Joe Publics about, unless 

they were all visiting the gardens. The proceedings were officially opened by  
Priti Patel, MP for Witham. 

Lynda Barker 
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I am writing this in response to Dave Sabel’s article in last month’s Chassis 

entitled Street to Fame... 

Cottages of Fame 

If you were to drive from Ongar through Fyfield past the Room in the Rodings 
and take the next left down School Lane, towards the end of the lane on the left 

you will pass some fairly new brick built cottages named Bass Cottages. 

Now what has that got to do with fame you may ask - well my maiden name 
was Bass.  At the end of the 19th century my grandfather, Arthur Bass, started a 

building business in Abbess Roding.  Arthur had three sons, the eldest of whom 
carried on the business (not my father, he fell out with Grandfather apparently!)  

He in turn had four sons who then carried on the business.  In fact the Room in 

the Rodings was built by these four brothers, the eldest of whom was Ken.  He, 
I am told, did quite a lot for the community so the cottages were named the 

Bass Cottages in memory of him. 

So Dave, maybe not a street named after me, and I suppose strictly speaking 

the cottages were not actually named after me, but fame by association surely? 

Mary R. King 

 

Postscript 

Brian Eckersley has asked us to point out that there were some errors in last 

month’s Street to Fame article about Eckersley Road. 

Apparently Dave Sabel was not quite correct in 
his explanation of after whom the road was 

named.  It was in fact named after Captain Peter 
Eckersley who lived and worked in Chelmsford 

around the start of the twentieth century.  He 

was a colleague of the famous Marconi, the 
inventor of radio, and in fact became his chief 

engineer when the company was established. 

When the BBC became a broadcasting organisation they too required a chief 

engineer and so persuaded Captain Peter, with his wealth of experience in the 
new and exciting medium of radio, to join them; a post he held for many years. 

Brian met Peter’s granddaughter, who lived in Great Baddow, a few years ago 

and she too was an Eckersley and it would appear that maybe they were related 
a few generations back. Her family originated from Sheffield and although 

Brian’s own family was from Manchester, a great uncle of his moved from there 
to the steel making town, so may have been the link. 
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The lead up to my ownership of an 
Austin Seven really only started a couple 

of years ago on 13th July 2013 when we 
were invited to a garden party of a then 

complete stranger, who we were 
informed had a couple of old motorbikes 

and an old car.  When we arrived, parked 
on the lawn was this delightful little 1925 

Austin Seven Chummy which really 

caught my imagination and I immediately 
felt I just had to have one like it.  Well, 

that was the start of a whole series of 
events. 

First we had to find out a little more 
about the cars which required finding a 

suitable A7 club.  To our delight we very 
soon found the Essex Austin Seven 

Club and unbelievably its meeting place 

almost within walking distance of home!
We had everything we wanted.  The next 

thing we knew we were searching for a 
suitable car.  

To our surprise there were quite a 
number of Chummy tourers for sale and 

after visiting and viewing a number we 
found the little car that was to join our 

family.  Admittedly it was not looking at 

its best, having lots of useless 
adornments and bits attached, such as a 

non functioning fire extinguisher, a 
useless lead lamp and other bits and 

pieces. However, the interior trim was 
good and it sported a completely new 

hood and side screens. Overall it was 
quite structurally sound. The paintwork, 

however, was by any standard far the 

worst thing, appearing to have been 
applied with a yard broom rather than a 

paint brush.  Also, being red, it was not 
even the colour that I liked so the quality 

of that painting mattered very little.  

But we fell in love and this car joined the 

family on 24th October 2013 and it  

 

was not very long at all before she was 
named "Jane". 

We decided to run Jane just as she was 
for a while to find out exactly what 

required attention and to make her fit 
and reliable once again. The first thing 

was to look at some of the details that 
had been botched and to give her a 

complete and thorough clean. It was 

during the process of lifting out the 
rubber mats that we found the spectacle 

case that had been lost by one of the 
previous owners. Looking at the logbook 

we found that this owner was actually 
three owners earlier, so the last two 

registered keepers obviously had not 
done very much work on this poor little 

car.   

Next we found that the engine really 
could do with some TLC, not at all 

unexpected on an elderly lady, so this 
was quickly attended to and all was 

running well.  As we have found on most 
of the elderly cars that have joined our 

family, the electrics leave a lot to be 
desired so the crimped terminals were 

replaced with soldered joints and several 

feet of surplus wiring was relegated to 
the scrap bin. The wiring in Jane was 

obviously done by an electrician with an 
endless supply of black insulated cable!  

A visit to our local A7 encyclopaedia, 
Dave Orange, revealed that the rear 

wings fitted to Jane were from a different 
model. Once this was pointed out to our 

inexpert eyes it was quite obvious and 

Jane's rear end did look rather over size 

(a difficult description for a lady.) So this 

was another aspect to be put on the 
list for attention at a later date. 

                                      Continued/... 

"Jane" Joins Judy Goodrum's Family 
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Activities started with us joining the 

Club's 2014 New Year's Day Run, which 
was a little on the damp side, but  

nevertheless most enjoyable. This 
revealed the shortfall in the vacuum 

operated windscreen wiper system.  

Still, with new leather washers made 
and fitted this was easily resolved at 

zero cost.  

With January not being the best month 

for enjoyable driving it was decided to 

take a good look at the engine so that 

everything would be ready for the 
better weather. February that year 

turned out to be quite pleasant so Jane 
was taken out on several occasions to 

familiarise her with the lanes in the 

locality and to make her feel at home in 
Essex. Later we attended the club's 

"Snowdrop Run" to The Forgotten 
Gardens of Easton Lodge. From that 

time on we travelled around 
extensively, principally just for the 

pleasure of simply driving around, but 

also to attend several of the local 
motoring events and an Air Show at 

Rayne, even venturing out of county to 
a country show in Suffolk. 

Towards the end of a very successful 

year’s driving we started again to look 
towards more cosmetic improvements 

to be made to Jane.  But that is 
another story to be continued. 

Roy and Judy Goodrum 

Membership Report 

With another four members joining us last month the new website is obviously 
working its magic!  They are: 

 Russell Dade of Chelmsford who owns two MGs; a 1952 TD and a 1938 

PB which is being restored. 

 Alan and Brenda Mechem of Benfleet who have a 1935 Ruby ARQ 

 Derek Johnson of Ipswich (waiting to purchase a car) 

 David and Joanne Green of Burnham-on-Crouch, also with a Ruby.  

We had the pleasure of meeting Russell, Alan and Brenda and David and Joanne 

at the recent Club Night.  We hope they will have a long and happy association 

with the club.  

This brings our membership total to 143. 

Best wishes,  John Bryson 
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Eurotour 2012 Alpine Amble 

Report by Peter Lawson - Episode 4 

Next day we left in miserable weather to drive through the centre of 

Geneva.  What a nightmare.  Stop start as the lights only let a couple 
of cars through at a time.  I switched lanes, crossing the bridge at the lake`s end as I 

spotted a sign for the airport which the instructions said follow.  To my right I spotted 
Tony and Jackie Ephgrave in their blue MGB.  I knew they had a satnav; should we 

follow them as they turned right?  To the left I saw Dave and Chris heading straight 
on.  A snap decision had me move left again to an empty lane and I was at the front. 

Suddenly, beeeep beeeep.  The lights were red but I was in a taxi lane.  Christ 

almighty!  Beeeep beeeep.  I edged forward and then shot across the junction.  More 
beeps.  I spotted Chris`s red MG in the distance.  Phew!  I moved out to overtake a 

lorry unloading furniture close to the tram rails and Booop Booop! a tram shot past. 
Christ again.  Ah, a sign for the airport.  Where did we end up? At the airport.  

We came across a lost Mike and Penny and they agreed to follow us even though we 
were lost too.  Somehow I got us onto the A1 motorway and it was six or seven miles 

before we could turn off.  I pledged to pay Mike`s fine if we got caught.  We crossed 
the border into France again and finally got back on the right route.  Phew again. 

 Now we had a really steep slog and several 

hairpin bends as we climbed over the Jura 
mountains.  The car was running 

marvellously, coping well in third gear until a 
set of roadwork lights stopped us on a 

hairpin and then she never got out of 
second. When we finally started the descent 

the scenery was amazing.  Vast waterfalls 
gushing over the cliffs and under the road, 

deep gorges dense with woodland. 

Gradually the terrain began to level out into 
gentler countryside as we approached our hotel for the next two nights in Beaune.  

Some excitement ensued after dinner that night when it transpired that a few people 
were missing.  Voices were heard coming from the lift and it turned out seven of our 

group were stuck between floors.  The c`est la vie attitude of the staff was not very 
helpful as they waited for the lift engineer.  The fire brigade did not class it as an 

emergency and after half an hour we took matters into our hands.  Dave Dickinson 
and a few others managed to force the doors apart to the consternation of the angry 

manager, but you don`t argue with Dave.  The trapped people were helped to climb 

down, hot, breathless and shocked after their ordeal.  Shockingly there was no 
working alarm in the lift.  Comments were soon winging their way to TripAdvisor! 

/continued... 
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Next morning, almost the whole party was invited 

to visit a chateau in Savigny-les-Beaune a few 
miles away.  This was no ordinary chateau 

however and after lining our cars up in front of 
the building, the owner, Michel Pont started to 

outline his amazing collection that had nothing to 
do with wine.  Chris Hayward translated perfectly 

for us and we were left to explore the 
outbuildings and chateau in utter disbelief. 

Housed on the 

upper floors of the chateau was a collection of 
hundreds of motorbikes dating from 1902.  Names 

I`d never heard of.  Scores of vintage bicycles, over 
2,000 models of planes.  Housed in one of the turret 

rooms, half a dozen Vincents and a racing AJS 350 
7R.  Flying machines and tricycles hanging from the 

ceiling.  In another 
building hundreds 

more motorcycles and hundreds of models of them. 

Thirty bright red Abarth racing cars which Monsieur 
Pont used to race, tandem mopeds.  I think we were 

all flabbergasted.  The ground floors were still 
beautifully furnished but then outside an even bigger 

shock awaited us.  A collection of 80 fighter planes 
and helicopters. Mirages, Mysteres, Meteors, Migs, 

Jaguars, Fougars. Incredible.  Then a barn full of vintage vine machines, a shed full 
of vintage fire engines. The man`s a nutcase.  I shall never forget that day.  

We drove back to Beaune to explore its attractive winding streets and medieval 

buildings and beautiful shops where we treated ourselves to a tapestry hanging.  But 
the highlight must have been the Hospice de Beaune. Founded in 1443 as a hospital 

for the poor and needy it is one of the finest examples of 15th century French 
architecture with a striking roof of geometric patterns in glazed coloured tiles.  It is 

now a museum and I found it astounding. 

To round off a brilliant day 

Dave and Denyse, Chris and 
Jette and ourselves were 

treated to a delicious French 

meal courtesy of Tony and 
Jackie to celebrate Tony`s 

birthday.  It was superb and 
we were getting a liking for 

the French cuisine. 

 

          To be continued…. 
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Verse 1 

Old man, there’s no need to be down, 

I said, old man, pick yourself off the 
ground, 

I said, old man, don’t live all on your 

own, 
There’s a wel-come in our car club. 

Old man, here’s a club to have fun, 
I said, old man, bring your car on a 

run, 
I said, join us, and I’m sure you will 

find, 

Many ways to have a good time. 

(drum beat)  > > > > >  Chorus 

It’s fun to drive with the E.A.C. Crowd. 
It’s fun to drive with the E.A.C. Crowd. 

They do everything for old men to en-

joy, 
You can hang out with all the old boys. 

It’s fun to drive with the E.A.C. Crowd. 
It’s fun to drive with the E.A.C. Crowd. 

You can clean off the oil, 
Have a break from the toil, 

Here’s a club that will al-ways be loyal. 

Verse 2 

Old man, put your tools on the bench, 

I said, old man,  
wipe the dirt from your wrench, 

I said, old man,  

it’s your thirst you should quench, 
Come on out and drive your Se-ven. 

 

 

 

Old man, you can polish your chrome, 

You’ll be rubbing,  
till the cows all come home, 

But the pleasure, is from driving your 

car, 
Come on out and have a good time. 

(drum beat) > > > > > Chorus 

Verse 3 

Old man, it’s a car to be used, 
I said, old man, wake up now from 

your snooze, 

I said, old man,  
you can’t dream of that cruise, 

There’s a mill-ion miles of driving. 

Old man, cut the ties of your class, 

Don’t you worry,  

‘bout the specks on your brass, 
Get your Seven, on the road for a tour, 

Guaranteed you’ll have a good time. 

(drum beat) > > > > > Chorus, repeat 
and fade. 

Who can fail to remember the disco hit Y.M.C.A. by the Village People.  
Don your gay outfits for the club’s own version: E.A.C. Crowd      
Words by Peter Lawson 
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Copy Date: Contributions for inclusion in the magazine should reach the Editor by the 21st of each 

month, but please let Terry Bonner know beforehand if  you are writing an article so that space can 

be prepared.  Please email all text to the Editor or if not possible, submit in typed format so we have 

a clear copy from which to work. Photographs always enhance an article so if you can, please 

include as attachments. If you send printed photos for scanning every care will be taken.  However if 

you want them returned, we cannot do this unless you enclose a stamped addressed  envelope. 

The Essex Austin Seven Club , the Editor, contributors and the printers of this magazine accept no 

responsibility whatsoever for the views or comments expressed herein whether they be from 

individuals or groups and their comments and viewpoints remain  wholly and exclusively the 

contributor’s/individual’s responsibility.  The club cannot   accept  responsibility for the accuracy of 

any adverts published in this magazine. 

The June draw took place on Club Night and the lucky 

winners were Colin and Shirley Catton with No. 40. 

If you have not already renewed your subscription, or 

wish to join the club, please contact Dave Sabel: 
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CLUB EVENTS DIARY 2015  

July   

1st Suffolk Club Night at the Greyhound, 

Ixworth  

Neil Preston 

5th National Rally of Austin Sevens at 

Beaulieu, Hants.  

 

12th Cressing Temple Barns Car Show  David Austin 

15th Club Night - Roger’s Alternative  

Concourse (bring your cars!) 

 

Roger Spearman 
19th Gardens of Easton Lodge, WWII Open Day  

Brian Jenner 
August   

1st & 2nd Family Fun Weekend & Food Festival 

Cressing Temple Barns 

Graham Scutt 

2nd “Nostalgair” at North Weald Airfield  

5th Suffolk Club Night at the Greyhound, 

Ixworth  

Neil Preston 

9th Fordham Vehicle Show  

15th Tea Dance Run (see page 8) Peter & Marion 

Lawson 
19th Club Night - talk “A magistrate’s Life”  

31st * Countess of Warwick Show  

* please note change of date from that 
previously advised.  

 

 
Brian Jenner 

September   

2nd Suffolk Club Night at the Greyhound, 

Ixworth  

Neil Preston 

12th/13th Barleylands  

16th Club Night - Mystery Speaker Roger Spearman 

19th/20th Chatham Dockyard Salute to the 40s 

(see page 5) 

Brian and Barbara 

Jenner 

19th/20th All Saints Church, Norton Mandeville 

Bi-Annual Craft and Flower Festival 

 

Mary King 


